A Major Release of the N-FOCUS system is being implemented April 11, 2021. This document provides information explaining new functionality, enhancements and problem resolutions made effective with this release. This document is divided into four main sections:

**General Interest and Mainframe Topics:** All NFOCUS users should read this section.

**ACCESSNebraska:** NFOCUS users responsible for case activity received through the Web based Electronic Application should read this section.

**Developmental Disabilities Programs:** NFOCUS users who work directly with DD programs and those who work with the related Medicaid cases should read this section.

**Note:** This section will only appear when there are tips, enhancements or fixes specific to Development Disabilities Programs.

**Expert System:** All NFOCUS users with responsibility for case entry for AABD, ADC Payment, SNAP, CC, FW, IL, MED, and Retro MED should read this section.

**Note:** When new functionality is added to NFOCUS that crosses multiple topics (ie General Interest and Mainframe, Alerts, Correspondence, Expert System etc) the functionality will be described in one primary location. This location will usually be the General Interest and Mainframe section or the Expert System section. Alerts, Work Tasks and Correspondence that are part of the new functionality may be documented in both the primary location that describes the entire process in addition to being in the Alerts, Work Tasks and Correspondence sections. P

Interfaces, Document Imaging and NFOCUS Tips sections will be added as appropriate for the release.
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General Interest and Mainframe

**Detail School Attendance Grade Level (New)**

A new Education level has been added to the Detail School Attendance Window. The new level is Not School Aged. This will allow the worker to now accurately complete School Letters for children who are not yet school aged. The functioning of this will be the same as the existing Grade level options. This will allow the worker to enter the school district that the child is attending but it does not require the worker to enter the Current School if it does not apply.

**CFS – School District and School Names (Update)**

A new School District for the facility run schools has been created and the names of the Facility based schools have been updated. The new district is titled DHHS Facility Based School System. The new School can be located by entering their location.

Kearney includes:
- West Kearney High
- Geneva North

Lincoln includes:
- YRTC – Lincoln Facility (Radcliff Rd)
- Nebraska Youth Academy (YRTC Kids at Whitehall)
- Morton School (Whitehall Residence)

**Activity History List Window (Fix)**

This window will now display over 99 Master Case rows when over 99 Master Cases are assigned to the same worker on the same day.
Alerts

Parent Contact Exception Alert #639 (New)

The Parent Contact Exception Alert will run every 30 days before the end date of the Exception in order to alert workers to start making contacts with parents or create a new Exception.

Narrative

Identify Safety Network Narrative (Update)

- The Child Plan narratives have been updated to include Identify Safety Network.
- The Caregiver Plan Narratives have been updated to include Identify Safety Network.
- The Current Child Plan Narratives have a section for Identify Safety Network added.

See screen prints on the next page.
Modification of Summary Narratives in ORG investigation (Update)

Changes have been made to Organization (ORG) investigation. These changes will make it easier for workers to complete Organization Investigations in a timelier manner.

The narratives have been updated and streamlined. The changes to the ORG related investigation narratives are found in the in the Detail Organization screen by clicking the Summary push button.

- **ALLEGED VICTIM** - renamed to VICTIM FUNCTIONING
- **ORGANIZATION PROVIDER** - No changes
- **SAFETY RESPONSE** - No changes
- **ALLEGED PERPETRATOR** - renamed to PERPETRATOR FUNCTIONING
  - Narrative box verbiage changed to "Describe the perpetrator's relationship to the victim, attitude toward the victim, and functioning influencing the abuse/neglect as it relates to their role.
- **EVIDENCE/INTERVIEW SUMMARY** - renamed to EVIDENCE
  - Narrative box verbiage changed to "List any evidence that exists and where specifically evidence can be found (i.e., police reports, photographs, CAC interviews, written statements, medical reports, etc.)."
- **MALTREATMENT** - renamed to MALTREATMENT & CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE MALTREATMENT
  - The drop-down box has been removed to combine drop down Maltreatment items into one narrative.
  - Narrative box verbiage changed to "Information gathered regarding maltreatment, contributing factors that led to maltreatment, case status determination and supporting basis for finding."
- **COMBINED ALL RECOMMENDATIONS** renamed RECOMMENDATIONS
  - RECOMMENDATION for SERVICES
  - RECOMMENDATION to the COUNTY ATTORNEY
  - ORGANIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS
  - OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
  - The RECOMMENDATIONS drop down has been removed.
    - Narrative box verbiage changed— "Explain recommendations or referral made to the family, county attorney or legal representatives, organization or agency"
  - The recommendations narrative is now optional.
- **CONSULTATION** with LICENSING - has been added as a new narrative to the list of Summary narratives.
  - A supervisor consultation narrative has been added
Correspondence

Notice of Claim Overpayments

Updates to this correspondence include:

- Added begin/end date range of services and overpayment amount for each claim
- Changed detail heading from ‘THERAP #’ to ‘EXT CLM #’

Case Plan, Prevention Plan & TLP Correspondence (New)

The Correspondence for Case Plan, Prevention Plan & TLP will be a standardized correspondence format. The Title section of the Correspondence will reflect the information being printed in the following way:

- If there is only Case Plan information but the individual does not have a Prevention Plan or TLP the title will be CASE PLAN.
- If there is a Case Plan and Prevention Plan for the individual the title will be CASE PLAN/PREVENTION PLAN.
- If there is a Case Plan and TLP but no Prevention Plan the title will be CASE PLAN/TLP
- If there is a Case Plan, Prevention Plan and TLP the title will be CASE PLAN/PREVENTION PLAN/TLP
- With the new process there will no longer be a TLP & Prevention Plan as the individual would have to have a Case Plan in order to have a Prevention Plan
- There is an exception for a TLP & Prevention Plan being tied until the currently active Prevention Plan meets its end date requirement.
  - For these there would be an option where the title would reflect Prevention Plan/TLP

In the body of the Correspondence there will be the following sections:

- Case Plan
  - Case Plan information will display
  - Case Plan Narratives will display
- Prevention Plan
  - Verbiage has been changed from Foster Care Prevention Plan to Prevention Plan
  - Eligibility and Children names will display
- TLP
  - TLP information will be displayed
- If there is no information for any of these sections in the database, then they will be absent from the Correspondence being printed.

See example on the next page.
CPS/APS/Minor Finding Letter (Update)

CPS/APS/Minor Finding Letters have been updated to include a heading with information regarding the Allegation, Incident Date and Allegation finding. This information will automatically generate from Information entered on NFOCUS. There will be no changes for the user.

Allegation: Physical Abuse
Incident Date: 04-01-2021
Allegation Finding: Court Substantiated
Superintendent Letter (Update)

Updates to the School Notice Window include two new buttons:

- Change of Circumstance
- Educational Surrogate

There are also updates to the Purpose drop down options.

The change of Circumstance button will enable after the child and the Change of circumstance option in the Purpose drop down are selected.

- The change of circumstance option now combines the options of Change in Child Placement, Change in Worker Assignment, Change in Parent Involvement, Parental Rights Term/Rel. and Change in School district into one letter.
- If Change in Out-of-Home Placement or Change in School District is selected the worker will use the out select arrows to go to either the List Removal/Placement Page or The School Attendance window to populate the appropriate information.
- The change of circumstance button will also be used on the YRTC letter so previous schools can be populated.

Note: The New School District and Out-of-Home placements should be created prior to creating the letter. If the New Placement and School District are not created prior to the letter the user will not have the option to pull in the Prior Placement and Prior District information.
The Educational Surrogate button will be used to identify if an Educational Surrogate “HAS BEEN”, “NEEDS TO BE” OR “DOES NOT NEED TO BE” identified.

- This window also gives the worker the ability to populate the name, address and phone number for the surrogate.
- If a surrogate has been entered in the List School attendance window this information will populate in the new Educational Surrogate window.

The following changes have been made to the Identify Parent window.

- The heading of Mother and Father have been changed to Parent 1 and Parent 2.
  - The case participants will display in both boxes but the individual will only be able to be selected for one of the roles.
  - If the worker selects the wrong Parent the clear button can be used to remove the selection.
The following changes have been made to the Parental Rights window:

- The identified child’s name has been added to the top of the window.
- The heading of Mother and Father have been changed to Parent 1 and Parent 2.
- The wording in the four options has also changed. (See screen print below for details)
The following changes have been made to the Parent Contact window:

- The identified child’s name has been added to the top of the window.
- The heading of Mother and Father have been changed to Parent 1 and Parent 2.
- The wording in the four options has also changed. (See screen print below for details)
ACCESSNebraska

Exit Button Changes in Web Apps (Update)

With Internet Explorer browser being phased out by IS&T, all NFOCUS and ACCESSNebraska Web Apps will now use Chrome or a Custom Web Browser.

These changes affect the following pages:

MLTC Program pages

- ACA Healthcare Page
- MED Renewal Page
- CBI Page

EA Program page

- EA Application
Children and Family Service Program

- PSA

When the Yes button is selected on the Exit Button, the new Exit page will display.

The new exit page which will display with the message “You may close the webpage now.”

To close the webpage, click the X on the upper right hand corner of the browser.

Protective Service Alert Page (Update)

The following Protective Service Alert page an Exit Confirmation pop up will display.

Select Yes, and the following message will display:

You may close the webpage now.
NFUCUS Tips

Administrative Role:

If an Organization is the Administrative Role and the Organization’s Name has an “&” in the name, it may cause a correspondence error where you are not able to view or print the correspondence. If this happens, call NFUCUS Production Support so the Organization Name can be changed.

Children and Family Services

Foster Care Prevention Plan (FCPP) Redesign (New)

This redesign incorporates the Foster Care Prevention Plan into the SDM Case Plan. Once this new process is in place no new Prevention Plans will be able to be added using the Foster Care Prevention plan process that we are currently using.

- Current and Previous FCPPs will still be managed as they are today until they reach their end date. The worker will still be able to make edits/changes to a currently active plan but not make a new plan.
- All new FCPPs will be added using this new process and can be added regardless of the Case Plan Status as Prevention Plan dates do not fit inside Case Plan dates.
- The Case Plan functionality has been updated so that it can be used for older youth or young adults who have had a TLP and Prevention Plan.
The following changes have been made to the Detail SDM Case Plan window:

- A button for Foster Care Prevention has been added
- A Services button has been added
- The Tie To FCPP button has been removed
- Permanency Objective Requirements have been updated so that when Prevention Plan information is entered for an ARP, a Permanency Objective is not required.

**List Foster Care Prevention Plan Window**

Workers will be able to do the following from the List Foster Care Prevention Plan window:

- **Add**
  - New Foster Care Prevention Plans will be added on the Add Foster Care Prevention Plan Window.
- **Update**
  - When a row is selected and the worker selects Update, the Foster Care Prevention Plan Dates for active plans can be updated.
- **Delete**
  - When a row is selected, click the Delete Button to delete the Foster Care Prevention Plan.
    - If the Prevention Plan is tied to more Case Plans, a confirmation message will display indicating the Prevention Plan is tied to more than one Case Plan and it will be deleted from all places.
      - If YES is selected, Prevention plan will be untied from all Case Plans and will be deleted. The message will also say that the User can alternatively just untie the Prevention Plan, if they wish to do so.
      - If NO is selected, the operation will be cancelled.
    - If the Prevention Plan is tied to this Case Plan only, the Prevention Plan will be deleted, after asking for confirmation to delete.
• Tie
  o Selecting the Tie button allows the worker to Tie Prevention Plans from other Case Plans for the same ARPs on the Case Plan in which they are working.
    ▪ This function allows Prevention Plans to be associated with multiple Case Plans.
  o When the Tie button is selected, dialog box will display that lists all the existing Prevention Plans for the Program Case.
    ▪ Only the Preventions Plans for the people in the Case Plan will be listed.
    ▪ Highlight the appropriate row and click the Select Icon to complete the tie.
      • A confirmation message with Yes/No options to tie this Prevention Plan to the current Case Plan will display.
        o YES will Tie and close the Dialog box.
          ▪ The tied Prevention Plan will display on the list of Prevention Plans for that Case Plan.
          ▪ Any row from the list can be selected for tying irrespective, of the dates.
        o NO will not tie and close the dialog box.
        o CANCEL will close the dialog box.

• Untie
  o To remove a Prevention Plan that has been tied, highlight the appropriate row and utilize the Actions menu to select untie.
    ▪ The selected Prevention Plan will be untied from this Case Plan only.
  o If the Prevention Plan is tied to this Case Plan only, a confirmation message will display indicating the Prevention Plan will also be deleted.
    ▪ **Note:** With this release, Prevention Plans can only exist within Case Plans and cannot exist independently.
  o If the Prevention Plan is tied to more Case Plans, it will only be untied from this Case Plan.
Add a Foster Care Prevention Plan

To add a Foster Care Prevention Plan, click the Add button from the List Foster Care Prevention Plan window. The Add Foster Care Prevention Plan pop up window will display.

- Select the person’s involved in the Prevention Plan.
  - Multiple persons may be selected on this window.
- Select the Eligibility Type from the drop-down list.
  - Candidate
  - Pregnant or Parenting
  - Add the Dates range
- Click the Eligibility Questions button.
  - The Eligibility questions will display.
  - Answer as appropriate and select the Confirm button.
  - **Note:** You are required to answer the Eligibility questions for each individual involved in the Prevention Plan.
Tie a Foster Care Prevention Plan

To tie a Foster Care Prevention Plan to a Case Plan, follow these steps:

- From the List Foster Care Prevention Plan window, highlight the appropriate row to be tied. The Tie Button will enable.
- Click the Tie button. A pop-up box will display.
- Select the Foster Care Prevention Plan associated with the individual of this Case Plan that is to be tied to other Case Plans. The Blue Arrow icon will enable.
- Click the Blue Arrow Icon to tie the Prevention Plan from another Case Plan to the Case Plan you are working.
Identify Safety Network Narrative

- The Child Plan narratives have been updated to include Identify Safety Network.
- The Caregiver Plan Narratives have been updated to include Identify Safety Network.
- The Current Child Plan Narratives have a section for Identify Safety Network added.
The Parent Contact Exception window allows users to document reasons why they are not able to make contacts or efforts with parents every month. The following changes are being made with the April 2021 release:

1. A new reason called Domestic/Family Violence has been added.
2. A new narrative has been added. The narrative selection list matches the Contact Exception Reason list.

   a. The narrative will be required for the following reasons:
      i. Documented Refusal for Father
      ii. Documented Refusal for Mother
      iii. Domestic/Family Violence
3. The reason called Documented Refusal for Both Parents has been eliminated.
   a. A batch job will run on the day of the release and will enter an end date for all existing instances of this reason.
4. The reasons of Documented Refusal for Father and Documented Refusal for Mother can only be entered for 90 days at a time.
   a. NFOCUS will automatically set the end date at 90 days from the begin date.
   b. There will be a batch conversion that will set the end dates for existing instances.
      i. If the begin date is more than 90 days ago, the end date will be 4/11/2021.
      ii. If the begin date is less than 90 days ago, the end date will be the begin date plus 90 days.
5. A new Alert #639 will run 30 days before the end date of the exception to alert workers to start making contacts with parents or create a new exception.
Education Court Report Transitional Living Plan (Update)

An update has been made to the Education Court report for question #19: Does the Child have a Transitional Living Plan? This question will indicate Not Applicable for children who are younger than 14 since only children 14 and older have Transitional Living Plans.

Independent Living Services Can Claim IV-E

This service will be available once ACF grant is approved.

Services in an Independent Living Program Case can now be claimed IV-E if they meet specific criteria. These claims will be created online and any fund code adjustments will act just like CFS program fund code adjustments.

The following Criteria must be met:

1. Child must be 18 years old for one day of the dates of service.
2. Child must be in an IL Program Case and IV-E in that IL Program Case for one day of the dates of service.
3. Child must be in a CFS Program Case and I-VE in that CFS Program Case for one day of the dates of service.
4. Child must be in an Active Supervised Independent Living Placement for at least one day during the dates of service.
5. Child must be claiming an Independent Living IV-E service.
   a. IL Maintenance (2300), Clothing (5064), Transportation Family Visitation (3773), Rent (1396), Dorm Fees (1071)

See screen print on next page.
Deleting SDM Case Plan with Prevention Plan (Update)

With this release, the SDM Case Plan will no longer be deleted if there is a Prevention Plan tied to the Program Case.

Darkness to Light Training Name Change (Update)

This required training will now be titled Sex Abuse Prevention Training.

Printing Guardianship Agreement Error (Fixed)

An error was discovered in printing the Guardianship Agreement when the option At High Risk of Developing a Disability was selected. This has been fixed.
SDM Safety Plan Suitability Checklist (Update)

The Suitability Checklist has had the verbiage updated and has been reactivated. This check list is required for all Safety Plan monitors. Background checks are also required for all Safety Plan monitors.

A Narrative section has also been added to the Suitability Checklist for the worker to identify reasons why a Safety monitor is a good fit.
Foster Care Prevention Plan Services

From the Detail SDM Case Plan window, click the Services button to display the List Foster Care Prevention Plan Services window.

In the List Foster Care Prevention Plan Services window, the worker will be able to do the following:

- See the list of services and the Involved Person
- Add Services for an Involved Person (by clicking the Add button)
- Delete Services (by highlighting a row and clicking Delete)

Add Button: Click the Add button to populate the Add Services Window.

- Select the individual that will receive services.
Anyone in the Case Plan should display.
This is a multi-select window.
• Select the appropriate service in the Services dropdown list.
• Click the Save button to create the Service and add it to the Service List.
• Click Save and Next button to add the service to the Service List and select the next individual to add another service.

Viewing the Old Foster Care Prevention Plan
To view the old Foster Care Prevention plan from the Detail SDM Case Plan window to the following:

• Highlight the individual from the Persons Involved in the Plan List.
• Select menu Detail > Foster Care Prevention Plan – Old
The Detail Foster Care Prevention Plan window will display.

From the Detail Foster Care Prevention Plan window, you can do the following from the Actions menu:

- Update Status of the Prevention Plan
- Adjust the End Date
- Print

The following actions can also be performed from this window:

- View/Change Plan/Goals
- View Status History
- View the Eligibility Questions
- Complete the Reviewed By section